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Sometimes finding the perfect sofa that fits your home decor theme can be 
quite a challenge. There are so many styles and types, so a simple choice can 
turn into a big headache… This Ebook will guide you through in this difficult 
decision! For your incredible and luxurious interior design project, here 
are the best bespoke sofas, from the decor brands from the Covet Group 
(Boca do Lobo, Brabbu, Essential Home, DelightFULL, and Luxxu), that 
are bound to upgrade any living room style! Are you prepared to see the 
ultimate source of inspiration? So what are you waiting for? Scroll down 
and enjoy!

WHICH 
SOFA SHOULD I 

CHOOSE?
FIND THE PERFECT STYLE FOR YOUR HOME DECOR PROJECT!

http://www.modernsofas.eu
http://covetgroup.com/covet-group/
https://www.bocadolobo.com/en/products/
https://www.brabbu.com/home/
https://essentialhome.eu
https://www.delightfull.eu/en
https://www.luxxu.net
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On this luxury living room, we can find the incredible velvety single sofas (Soleil) 
by Boca do Lobo standing next to the pearl upholstery of the brand’s Soleil Sofa. 
The interior decoration also features the unique center table (Metamorphosis), the 
golden mirror (Angra) and exquisite golden lighting like the two Soleil Sconce by the 

same brand and the unique Janis floor lamp by DelightFULL.

Single

https://www.bocadolobo.com/en/limited-edition/seating-others/soleil-armchair/
https://www.bocadolobo.com/en/
https://www.bocadolobo.com/en/limited-edition/seating-others/soleil-sofa/
https://www.bocadolobo.com/en/limited-edition/coffee-and-side-tables/metamorphosis-center-table/
https://www.bocadolobo.com/en/limited-edition/mirrors/angra/
https://www.bocadolobo.com/en/limited-edition/lamps/soleil-sconce/
https://www.delightfull.eu/en/heritage/floor/janis
https://www.delightfull.eu/en
https://www.bocadolobo.com/en/limited-edition/seating-others/soleil-armchair/ 
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http://livingroomideas.eu/
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At first glance, this blue upholstery seating place 
doesn’t look anything like a single sofa. However, if you 
look closely you’ll notice that this seating arrangement 
was created with the combination of multiple velvety 
single sofas, called Sophia, by Essential Home. This 
vintage sofas are paired up with two mid-century 
dining chairs (Marie) and with DelightFULL’s unique 
suspension lamps, called Dorsey. The incredible 
singles sofas are perfect for any retro design project! 

This exquisite hotel lobby was inspired by the typical Moroccan design style. The green velvety 
upholstery of the Oreas single sofas by Brabbu pops right out in this neutral interior design project. 
These contemporary sofas are complemented by the incredible Manuka center table from Brabbu’s 

casegoods collection.

https://www.brabbu.com/product/upholstery/oreas/single-sofa/
https://essentialhome.eu/products/upholstery/sophia-single-sofa 
https://essentialhome.eu/products/upholstery/sophia-single-sofa
https://essentialhome.eu
https://essentialhome.eu/products/upholstery/marie-chair
https://www.delightfull.eu
https://www.delightfull.eu/en/heritage/suspension/dorsey
https://www.brabbu.com/product/upholstery/oreas/single-sofa/
https://www.brabbu.com
https://www.brabbu.com/product/casegoods/manuka/center-table/
https://www.brabbu.com
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This particular vintage single sofa by Essential Home can pass as a unique armchair. The 
unique texture of the Gable single sofa is made of luxurious cotton velvet, that sits-on-top 
of a polished brass cylindrical base that swivels. This mid-century single sofa was inspired 

by the heartthrob icon, Clark Gable.

https://essentialhome.eu
https://essentialhome.eu/products/upholstery/gable-single-sofa
https://essentialhome.eu/products/upholstery/gable-single-sofa
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Wales Single Sofa: Wales, also known as the “Land of Castles”, 
has some of the most impressive monuments of the Middle 
Ages and this bespoke single sofa pays tribute to the country’s 
history. Upholstered in cotton velvet and with a base in matte 
vintage brass, this curved piece features a golden polished nail 
head trim that makes it even more elegant.

Dakota Single Sofa: Inspired by their culture, 
this single sofa was named after an indigenous 
tribe from the great Amazon forest. The desire 
of getting to know different cultures of the world 
is commonly used as the inspiration source for 
many of Brabbu’s bespoke furniture pieces.

+info

+info

https://www.brabbu.com/product/casegoods/ardara/console/
https://www.brabbu.com/product/upholstery/dakota/single-sofa/
https://www.brabbu.com
https://www.brabbu.com/product/upholstery/wales/single-sofa/
https://www.brabbu.com/product/upholstery/wales/single-sofa/
https://www.brabbu.com/product/upholstery/dakota/single-sofa/
https://www.brabbu.com/product/upholstery/dakota/single-sofa/
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Plum Single Sofa: We can say that this bespoke single sofa 
is like giving a throwback to the past with a contemporary 
touch. With matte aged brass legs, this fully upholstered piece 
celebrates luxury and opulence highlighted by the synthetic 
leather that surrounds it. Place it in a modern living room and 
this single sofa will instantly add a sophisticated feel.

Como Chaise Longue: Inspired by the 
dramatic scenery and typical water lilies 
of the Lake Como, in Italy, the bespoke 
chaise lounge by Brabbu is made of cotton 
velvet as a tribute to the natural beauty of 
this iconic lake.

+info

+info

https://www.brabbu.com/product/upholstery/plum/single-sofa/
https://www.brabbu.com/product/upholstery/como/chaise-longue/
https://www.brabbu.com
https://www.brabbu.com/product/upholstery/plum/single-sofa/
https://www.brabbu.com/product/upholstery/plum/single-sofa/
https://www.brabbu.com/product/upholstery/como/chaise-longue/
https://www.brabbu.com/product/upholstery/como/chaise-longue/
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This vintage living room features a series bespoke furniture and lighting from the mid-century sister 
brands known as Essential Home and DelightFULL. The blue velvety upholstery on the Bardot sofa 
perfectly matches with the geometrical pattern of the Audrey rug. On top, you can find the amazing 
center table (Newson) and the unique suspension lamp called Hank. Every single detail on the interior 

design brings a retro touch to the room decor.

Two-seat

https://essentialhome.eu
https://www.delightfull.eu/en
https://essentialhome.eu/products/upholstery/bardot-sofa
https://essentialhome.eu/products/rugs/audrey-rug
https://essentialhome.eu/products/casegoods/newson-center-table
https://www.delightfull.eu/en/heritage/suspension/hank
https://essentialhome.eu/products/upholstery/bardot-sofa 
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The bright yellow upholstery of the Maya sofa and the Maya armchair by Brabbu 
pops right out in this dark interior design project. The contemporary living room 
also features the incredible side table (Luray) and the brand’s unique table lamp 
called Apache. The interior design of the room is brought together thanks to the 

black and gold details on the unique suspension lamp. 

https://www.brabbu.com/product/upholstery/maya/2-seat-sofa/
https://www.brabbu.com/product/upholstery/maya/armchair/
https://www.brabbu.com
https://www.brabbu.com/product/casegoods/luray/side-table/
https://www.brabbu.com/product/lighting/apache/table-light/
https://www.brabbu.com/product/upholstery/maya/2-seat-sofa/  
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For an earthier interior design, you should definitely create a living room in an earthy 
color scheme and materials. The dark green upholstery on the two-seat sofa (Malay) 
and on the Malay armchair by Brabbu complements beautifully the woodiness of the 
console. To make these bespoke furniture elements stand out,  you should incorporate 
golden details in the decoration like the ones you can find in the KOI side table, on the 

Cypres floor lamp or even in the exquisite suspension lamps (Vellum).

https://www.brabbu.com/product/upholstery/malay/2-seat-sofa/
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https://www.brabbu.com/home/
http://livingroomideas.eu/
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In this living room project, the star of the show is definitely 
the Sika sofa by Brabbu. The dark green upholstery of the 
two-seat sofa goes really well with the golden details of the 
metal side table (Mecca) and with the golden suspension 
lamp (Koben) both by Brabbu. Here is an example of how 
simplicity is far from boring, you just need to pick the right 
decor elements!

For an interesting living room project 
you should go with the clean lines of the 
contemporary style. In this bespoke living 
room set, the velvety texture of the light 
green upholstery on the Zulu two-seat sofa 
by Brabbu matches perfectly not only with 
the brand’s brown center table called Sequoia 
(which was inspired and named after one of the 
largest and tallest trees of the world),  but also 
with the shiny gold floor lamp called Cypres.

https://www.brabbu.com/product/upholstery/sika/2-seat-sofa/
https://www.brabbu.com/home/
https://www.brabbu.com/product/casegoods/mecca/side-table/
https://www.brabbu.com/product/lighting/koben/suspension-light/
https://www.brabbu.com
https://www.brabbu.com/product/upholstery/sika/2-seat-sofa/
https://www.brabbu.com/product/upholstery/zulu/2-seat-sofa/
https://www.brabbu.com/home/
https://www.brabbu.com/product/casegoods/sequoia/center-table/
https://www.brabbu.com/product/lighting/cypres/floor-light/
https://www.brabbu.com/product/upholstery/zulu/2-seat-sofa/
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This is a contemporary living room example that would look amazing in any house 
design project. This living room set breathes exquisite decoration details, like the 
velvety blue upholstery on the Naj two-seat sofa and the Naj chairs by Brabbu. The 
exquisite entertaining space of this contemporary home is something that is going 

to be coveted by the owners’ friends and family!

https://www.brabbu.com/product/upholstery/naj/2-seat-sofa/
https://www.brabbu.com/product/upholstery/naj/2-seat-sofa/
https://www.brabbu.com/product/upholstery/naj/dining-chair/
https://www.brabbu.com
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Andes: The grandeur of the Andes’ 
mountains is only matched by the 
surviving skills of the people who 
strive there and this mid-century 
modern furniture piece pays tribute 
to that strength. Created with matte 
aged brass legs and covered in rich 
cotton velvet upholstery, this two-
seat sofa adds a strong yet graceful 
touch to any home decor.

Dukono: Inspired by one of Indonesia’s most active 
volcanoes, Dukono, this amazing two-seat sofa 
embodies the unpredictable strength of the volcano. 
A nail head trim wraps around this high-back lounge 
sofa, making it pop against the synthetic leather 
upholstery. This is the perfect, strong statement piece 
for any modern home decor.

Nº20: Symbol of knowledge and rebirth, this two-seat 
sofa was raised through a long journey of 24 prototypes. 
Fully upholstered in twill, this bespoke sofa features 
a nail head trim that adds subtle sophistication. Full 
of strength and determination, it is sure to impress in 
any contemporary decor project.

+info +info

+info

http://essentialhome.eu/products/upholstery/dandridge-sofa
https://www.delightfull.eu/en/heritage/floor/evans
http://essentialhome.eu/products/casegoods/newson-center-table
https://www.brabbu.com/product/upholstery/dukono/2-seat-sofa/
https://www.brabbu.com/product/upholstery/dukono/2-seat-sofa/
https://www.brabbu.com/product/upholstery/nº20/2-seat-sofa/
https://www.brabbu.com/product/upholstery/nº20/2-seat-sofa/
https://www.brabbu.com/product/upholstery/andes/2-seat-sofa/
https://www.brabbu.com/product/upholstery/andes/2-seat-sofa/
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The amazing Dalyan two-seat sofa by Brabbu is a dreamy sofa inspired by the 
greatness that surrounded the iconic Egyptian queen, Cleopatra, and her luxurious 
lifestyle. The leathery texture of the upholstery exudes elegance to any interior 
design project. However, the channel-tufted sofa with matte lacquer legs is the  

perfect solution for a contemporary style room.

https://www.brabbu.com/product/upholstery/dalyan/2-seat-sofa/
https://www.brabbu.com
https://www.brabbu.com/product/upholstery/dalyan/2-seat-sofa/
https://www.luxxu.net/furniture/charla-two-seat-sofa.php
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For a luxury style living room, like the one on the picture, the exquisite two-seat 
sofa (Charla) by Luxxu is the right path to take. You can pair it up with the brand’s 
bespoke dining chairs (Charla) and with a unique shiny center table (Empire). The 

gold and crystal suspension lights (Harpia) are the cherry on top of
 the luxury style cake.

https://www.luxxu.net/furniture/charla-two-seat-sofa.php
https://www.luxxu.net/furniture/charla-two-seat-sofa.php
https://www.luxxu.net
https://www.luxxu.net/furniture/charla-dining-chair.php
https://www.luxxu.net/products/empire-center-table.php
https://www.luxxu.net/products/harpia-suspension.php
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The amazing two-seat sofa (Ibis) by Brabbu is perfect for a contemporary design project. 
Inspired by the long slim legs of the beautiful Ibis birds, and named after it, this velvety sofa is 
an elegant way to do the contemporary style. Upholstered in cotton velvet, this bespoke small 

sofa will be the stand out of any living room set.

https://www.brabbu.com/product/upholstery/malay/2-seat-sofa/
https://www.brabbu.com/product/upholstery/ibis/2-seat-sofa/
https://www.brabbu.com/home/
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Regular Sofa

The entire look of this mid-century modern living room was based on neutral color tones 
and golden details, as you can see by the unique side table (Botti) and the amazing center 
table (Newson) by Essential Home. The velvety grey upholstery sofa (Florence) is standing 
next to the brand’s famous armchairs called Ellen. To complement the seating arrangements 
in this interior design project,the incredible Florence stool was added to this room’s decor.

https://essentialhome.eu/products/casegoods/botti-side-table
https://essentialhome.eu/products/casegoods/newson-center-table
https://essentialhome.eu/products/upholstery/florence-sofa
https://essentialhome.eu/products/upholstery/ellen-armchair
https://essentialhome.eu/products/upholstery/florence-stool
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The beauty of the exquisite sofa is highlighted by the unique chandelier (L’Chandelier) 
from Boca do Lobo which was inspired by the elegance of the luxurious yet romantic 
Champs-Elysées. However, the true stand out of this luxury style room is the brand’s 
incredible Imperfectio sofa which was inspired by the beauty of all imperfect things. 
This bespoke sofa looks like an authentic artwork that would fit right in a high-end 

art gallery.

https://www.bocadolobo.com/en/limited-edition/seating-others/imperfectio-sofa/ 
https://www.bocadolobo.com/en/limited-edition/lamps/l-chandelier/
https://www.bocadolobo.com/en/
https://www.bocadolobo.com/en/limited-edition/seating-others/imperfectio-sofa/
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The vintage style is super trendy right now! This living room set is the perfect example that 
nude colors don’t have to be boring, you just need to pair it up with the right decor accessories. 
The light brown upholstery on the velvety  Russel sofa by Essential Home is highlighted by the 
golden details on DelightFULL’s mid-century modern floor lamp (Botti) and on the unique 

side table (Botti).

https://essentialhome.eu/products/upholstery/russel-sofa
https://essentialhome.eu
https://www.delightfull.eu/en
https://www.delightfull.eu/en/heritage/floor/botti
https://essentialhome.eu/products/casegoods/botti-side-table
https://essentialhome.eu/products/upholstery/russel-sofa 
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In this mid-century entertaining space, you can find the amazing vintage style sofa (Oreas) by Brabbu 
that goes really well with the velvety upholstered armchair (Mansfield) by Essential Home. The mid-
century style room also features the brand’s minimalist side tables (Craig) and the unique suspension 

lamps (Dorsey) by DelightFULL.

https://www.brabbu.com/product/upholstery/oreas/sofa/
https://www.brabbu.com/product/upholstery/oreas/sofa/
https://www.brabbu.com/home/
https://essentialhome.eu/products/upholstery/mansfield-armchair
https://essentialhome.eu
https://essentialhome.eu/products/casegoods/craig-side-table
https://www.delightfull.eu/en/heritage/suspension/dorsey
https://www.delightfull.eu/en
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This all-black living room set is the perfect place to show off the incredible leather texture sofa by 
Luxxu. Known as the Anguis sofa, this incredible black upholstered sofa goes really well with the 
modern golden details of the room, such as the brand’s bespoke suspension lights (Harpia) or even the 

shiny gold side table called Empire.

https://www.luxxu.net/furniture/anguis-sofa.php 
https://www.luxxu.net
https://www.luxxu.net/furniture/anguis-sofa.php
https://www.luxxu.net/products/harpia-suspension.php
https://www.luxxu.net/products/empire-side-table-small.php
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https://www.bocadolobo.com/en/limited-edition/seating-others/odette-sofa/ 
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For a modern and luxurious living room decor, you should opt for a minimalist 
interior design with some out of the ordinary statement pieces. This design style will 
highlight the natural beauty of handmade furniture pieces, like the unique suspension 
lamp (Supernova) by Boca do Lobo, the shiny silver center table (Lapiaz) or even 
the brand’s glamorous sideboard (Angra). For the minimalist design with a modern 
touch, the incredible velvety upholstery of the Odette sofa is the right way to go!

https://www.bocadolobo.com/en/limited-edition/seating-others/odette-sofa/ 
https://www.bocadolobo.com/en/limited-edition/lamps/supernova-chandelier/
https://www.bocadolobo.com/en/
https://www.bocadolobo.com/en/coolors-collection/tables-and-desks/lapiaz-oval/
https://www.bocadolobo.com/en/limited-edition/sideboards/angra/
https://www.bocadolobo.com/en/limited-edition/seating-others/odette-sofa/
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The Hermes sofa by Brabbu is quite out of the ordinary, however, it is its unusual 
shape that makes it so beautiful. Perfect for any contemporary living room 
decor, you can pair it up with contemporary styled furniture and accessories, 
like the incredible wall mirror (Iris), the famous KOI side table (from Brabbu’s 

KOI Collection) or even the spherical suspension lamp called Horus.

https://www.brabbu.com/product/upholstery/hermes/sofa/ 
https://www.brabbu.com/product/upholstery/hermes/sofa/
https://www.brabbu.com/home/
https://www.brabbu.com/product/casegoods/iris/mirror/
https://www.brabbu.com/product/casegoods/koi/side-table/
https://www.brabbu.com/home/
https://www.brabbu.com/product/lighting/horus/suspension-light/
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Bourbon:  This bespoke sofa embodies 
the class and luxury lifestyle of the 
House of Bourbon, one of France’s 
most popular dynasties. The bespoke 
sofa is made of a button-tufted inner 
back, rich cotton velvet and a base 
in matte aged brass. This velvet sofa 
brings the contemporary touch to any 
refined ambience.

Doris: Doris looks like a tub sofa because it has a very 
geometrical shape. Its rectangular base is produced 
entirely in polished brass and features a wedge arm 
style, upholstered in draped velvet along its body. The 
cushion is plain, welted with a thin rope to accent its 
forms. This sofa is definitely a decorative statement 
for your mid-century living room decor.

Navis:  This bespoke sofa symbolizes courage and 
daringness. The design meets comfort creating a strong 
but elegant piece, enhanced with velvet, leather and a 
touch of polished brass in order to offer a discreet but 
sumptuous contrast.

+info +info

+info

http://: https://www.brabbu.com/product/upholstery/bourbon/sofa/ 
https://essentialhome.eu/products/upholstery/doris-sofa 
http://essentialhome.eu/products/casegoods/newson-center-table
https://www.luxxu.net/furniture/navis-sofa.php
https://essentialhome.eu/products/upholstery/doris-sofa
https://essentialhome.eu/products/upholstery/doris-sofa
https://www.luxxu.net/furniture/navis-sofa.php
https://www.luxxu.net/furniture/navis-sofa.php
https://www.brabbu.com/product/upholstery/bourbon/sofa/
https://www.brabbu.com/product/upholstery/bourbon/sofa/https://www.brabbu.com/product/upholstery/bourbon/sofa/
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The incredible velvety texture of the green upholstery in the Wales sofa really shines through with 
the light of the golden suspension lamp (Brubeck) by DelightFULL. The contemporary sofa by 
Brabbu has two dark blue pillows on top to match the amazing velvety chairs called Naj. For an 
extra golden detail, the unique shape of the Cay side table and the bright gold color of the brand’s 

bespoke center table (Manuka) will to the trick!

https://www.brabbu.com/product/upholstery/wales/sofa/
https://www.delightfull.eu/en/heritage/suspension/brubeck-round
https://www.delightfull.eu/en
https://www.brabbu.com/home/
https://www.brabbu.com/product/upholstery/naj/dining-chair/
https://www.brabbu.com/product/casegoods/cay/side-table/
https://www.brabbu.com/product/casegoods/manuka/center-table/
https://www.brabbu.com/product/upholstery/wales/sofa/ 
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If you look closely, the incredible Versailles sofa by Boca do Lobo has a sculptured structure 
handmade by the best master artisans. The bright golden color of the bespoke floor lamp (Stardust) 
by DelightFULL highlights the navy blue upholstery of the exquisite sofa. This living room set is an 
inspirational idea for those of you that want to incorporate the luxury style in your interior design 

project!

For a retro style living room, you should go with the 
velvety Sophia sofa by Essential Home. In this mid-
century living room set, the navy blue upholstery contrast 
beautifully with the white color on the brand’s incredible 
tables (Craig) and on the unique suspension lamps 
(Laine) by the mid-century modern brand DelightFULL.

https://www.bocadolobo.com/en/limited-edition/seating-others/versailles/
https://www.bocadolobo.com/en/
https://www.delightfull.eu/en/heritage/floor/stardust
https://www.delightfull.eu/en
https://www.bocadolobo.com/en/limited-edition/seating-others/versailles/
https://essentialhome.eu/products/upholstery/sophia-sofa
https://essentialhome.eu
https://essentialhome.eu/products/casegoods/craig-side-table
https://www.delightfull.eu/en/heritage/suspension/laine
https://www.delightfull.eu/en
https://essentialhome.eu/products/upholstery/sophia-sofa 
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In this all-white living room, the first thing that pops right out is without a doubt the bright golden 
color of the bespoke Empire center table, the luxurious suspension lamps (Empire Oval), the unique 
wall mirror (Explosion) and the exquisite side tables (Empire), all by Luxxu. The brand’s all white 

Saboteur sofa complements really well all of the golden details of this luxury living room.

https://www.luxxu.net/furniture/saboteur-sofa.php
https://www.luxxu.net/products/empire-center-table.php
https://www.luxxu.net/products/empire-oval-suspension.php
https://www.luxxu.net/furniture/explosion-mirror.php
https://www.luxxu.net/products/empire-side-table.php
https://www.luxxu.net
https://www.luxxu.net/furniture/saboteur-sofa.php
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In this neutral living room decor, the highlight is the green velvety upholstery of 
the bespoke sofa that reminds us of the royalty furniture used by the queens and 
kings of the past, don’t you think? The Maree sofa by Brabbu is complemented 
by the incredible wall lamps (Newton) and the unique center table (Eden), by 
Boca do Lobo. This contemporary styled living room is full of luxurious details!

https://www.brabbu.com/product/upholstery/maree/sofa/ 
https://www.brabbu.com/product/upholstery/maree/sofa/
https://www.brabbu.com/home/
https://www.bocadolobo.com/en/limited-edition/lamps/newton-wall/
https://www.bocadolobo.com/en/limited-edition/coffee-and-side-tables/eden-series/
https://www.bocadolobo.com/en/
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Last but not least, we have the ultimate bespoke center sofa called Anguis by 
Luxxu. This incredible furniture piece makes any luxury hotel lobby look like a 
million bucks, especially if it’s paired up with the brand’s glamorous chandelier 
(Gala), the golden side column displays (Empire) or even the shiny and black 
reception desk, inspired by the brand’s Darian sideboard! This is the luxury 

style at its best, don’t you think?

https://www.luxxu.net/furniture/anguis-sofa-center.php 
https://www.luxxu.net/furniture/anguis-sofa-center.php
https://www.luxxu.net
https://www.luxxu.net/products/gala-chandelier.php
https://www.luxxu.net/furniture/empire-column-display.php
https://www.luxxu.net/furniture/darian-sideboard.php
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http://livingroomideas.eu/
https://www.brabbu.com/product/upholstery/fitzroy/sofa/
http://www.modernsofas.eu

